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In spite of online censorship efforts directed against the independent media, we are happy
to say that readership on globalresearch.ca has recently increased. We wish to thank all of
you who share our articles far and wide.

We cover  a  diversity  of  key issues you would  be hard pressed to  find on any other  single
online news source. This is truly independent news and analysis, a dying breed.

Our costs have increased and our revenue has gone down over the past year. We are
running  a  monthly  deficit.  Help  us  keep  the  independent  voice  alive  by  becoming  a
member  or  making  a  donation  today!

*     *     *

“It’s Going To Be Carnage” – Deutsche Bank Begins Culling 18,000 Employees

By Zero Hedge, July 10, 2019

Deutsche Bank shares have continued to sell  off ahead of the US market open. They were
recently off 5% at a new session low, as the bank’s shareholders have apparently realized
that DB won’t be able to return to profitability with no revenue.

US Military Is a Bigger Polluter than as Many as 140 Countries – Shrinking this War Machine
Is a Must

By Benjamin Neimark, Prof. Oliver Belcher, and Patrick Bigger, July 10, 2019

The US military’s carbon bootprint is enormous. Like corporate supply chains, it relies upon
an extensive global  network of  container  ships,  trucks and cargo planes to  supply  its
operations with everything from bombs to humanitarian aid and hydrocarbon fuels. Our new
study calculated the contribution of this vast infrastructure to climate change.
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By Dr. Gary G. Kohls, July 10, 2019

The airshow were done partly for recruiting future pilots, partly for raising unit morale, partly
to gain the support of congresspersons who vote on military budgets and, one supposes, to
further glorify America’s military conquests in the eyes of the public.

Iran Rightfully Increases Uranium Stockpiles and Enrichment Beyond JCPOA Limits

By Sarah Abed, July 10, 2019

Iran recently  increased its  enriched uranium stockpiles  and uranium enrichment  levels
beyond  JCPOA  limits  in  response  to  Washington’s  unilateral  withdrawal  and  increased
sanctions.

Does Trump Have the Balls to Hold the Deep State Accountable?

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, July 10, 2019

It is a known fact that the orchestration of Russiagate, a hoax perpetrated on the American
people  and  the  world  by  the  military/security  complex,  Democratic  Party,  and  US
presstitutes, required high officials of the CIA, FBI, and Obama Department of Justice (sic) to
commit felonies. 

Israeli Occupation, Colonialism and Apartheid

By Stephen Lendman, July 09, 2019

The ICJ also ruled against Israel’s Separation Wall,  calling it  illegal,  ordering completed
sections dismantled, and “all legislative and regulatory acts relating thereto” repealed or
rendered “ineffective forthwith.”

Racism Dictates Ireland’s Policy in Africa. The “French Connection” is Questioned in Dublin

By Aidan O’Brien, July 09, 2019

Today is different. Dublin has an opinion. It has its own parliament and can project its own
vision upon Africa.  And what’s  that?  It’s  no different  from that  of  Europe’s  imperialists.  As
Europe scrambles for Africa again – Ireland wants a piece of the action.
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